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CIMdata News 
CIMdata Announces its 2016 PLM Market & Industry Forum Series 
10 December 2015 

CIMdata, Inc., the leading global PLM consulting and research firm announces its international 2016 
PLM Market & Industry Forum schedule and program. Approaching their twenty-sixth year, these one-
day events will be held in Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA on March 31; Amsterdam, The Netherlands on 
April 7; Pune, India on April 11; Shanghai, China on April 15; and Tokyo, Japan on April 20. 

CIMdata’s PLM Market & Industry Forum is the premier industry event series designed exclusively for 
PLM solution providers, PLM service providers, PLM systems integrators, and PLM channel partners of 
all sizes. During the forum events, attendees will explore the challenges currently facing the PLM 
market. Presentations will offer insights into the current economic climate, leading trends, and their 
effects on the PLM economy. There will be a detailed look at the state and trends of current and future 
PLM markets, and the eagerly awaited first public release of CIMdata’s 2015 PLM market analysis 
results—including extensive analyses and forecasts of market growth across PLM domains, industries, 
and regions; and the performance (revenue and market-share analysis) of leading PLM solution 
providers.  
The theme for 2016 is “It’s a Material(s) World: This Changes Everything.” Throughout history we have 
seen that adding something to the materials mix typically moves society from one state to another. With 
each change, ways of working and building have needed to adapt. The emergence of “new” materials 
like plastics, ceramics, and composites required the development of new methods, analytics, testing, and 
other skills to ensure that these materials can function in current or new applications. 
Additive manufacturing or 3D printing (3DP), is spawning a renaissance of materials and manufacturing 
capabilities that can potentially change everything. New materials are being engineered that have 
specific properties to serve new applications for manufacturing using 3DP. But will they have the 
desired properties? More importantly, the introduction of a new material has often allowed us to build 
things that could not be contemplated using the previous generation of materials. This changes 
everything, AGAIN, and the PLM Economy must respond to help industrial companies optimize their 
adoption and use of new materials and their associated design, manufacturing, and support processes. 
Presentations will include “Finding, Building, and Managing Your Materials Innovation Ecosystem,” a 
discussion on how open innovation approaches, such as crowdsourcing and co-creation, may be used to 
discover the most appropriate materials innovation ecosystem; “Design and Simulation Requirements 
for New Materials,” a review of the innovative efforts being used to support materials engineering, 
including design, analysis, and validation in the new materials age; and “Manufacturing and Support in 
the Materials Age,” a discussion that looks at how manufacturers and their value chains should respond 
to the challenges of introducing new materials. Other topics on the agenda include: 3D Printing and 
PLM, Systems Ideation and Materials Engineering, and Profitability Management. 
Participants in CIMdata’s PLM Market & Industry Forum events should expect to gain a solid 
understanding of the current and emerging PLM market, of the dynamics impacting it, and of the 
expectations for its continued evolution. Attendees will gain further insights into opportunities and 
approaches they can use to navigate the PLM economy in the year to come. CIMdata’s PLM Market & 
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Industry Forum series also provides an opportunity to network with other professionals in the PLM 
community, including competitors, collaborators, and potential partners. 
For more information and to register for a 2016 PLM Market & Industry Forum event, please go to: 
http://cimdata.com/en/education/plm-market-industry-forums 

Click here to return to Contents 

Early Product Lifecycle Costing: Key to Winning Profitable Business – A CIMdata Commentary 
10 December 2015 

Key takeaways: 

• Effective, early product costing, especially for manufacturers in the automotive, 
industrial machinery, and high-tech industries is becoming more critical to a 
company’s ability to propose, deliver, and service the products that are key to 
their long-term profitably 

• Effective lifecycle costing must incorporate the mechanical, electronic, and 
software components of today’s increasingly complex products as well as 
production, service, and other factors 

• The SAP Product Lifecycle Costing solution enables companies to better manage 
product costs and quotations in line with strategic targets, especially during the 
bid and early development phases where design is evolving and master data is 
incomplete 

Introduction 

Product complexity in all industries is increasing. Products are becoming more “personalized” or 
configured to individual customer and functional needs. They are incorporating more electronics and 
software, and are being designed to meet ever-increasing demands for easy to use functionality, higher 
quality, at lower prices. This is pressuring manufacturers to make fast, early, accurate estimates of the 
cost of developing, producing, and servicing their products. 

The ability for companies to quickly estimate and quote costs accurately is important for New Product 
Development and Introduction (NPDI) processes of automotive suppliers and OEMs as well as 
manufacturers of subcontracted or highly engineered products, as in high-tech electronics or industrial 
machinery industries. Faster response time and cost estimate accuracy are critical to a company’s ability 
to propose and deliver profitable products and business. However, the ability to make early, accurate 
product lifecycle cost estimates—estimates that must address mechanical, electronic, software elements 
of a product as well as production, service, logistics, etc.—is not generally available within most 
enterprises. 

Most companies are using MS Excel spreadsheets or individual, siloed databases (e.g., built on 
Microsoft Access) to estimate costs, particularly during the proposal process and the early development 
stages. Generally, there is limited or no effective integration between relevant business systems that 
contain and manage cost related information (PDM, ERP, CRM, financial reporting, etc.) even though 
those systems often contain relevant price sources that could be easily used. There is also a need to 
exchange and collaborate on cost information among the various involved stakeholders not only by 
phone and email but using common business systems. In addition to fragmented data, most of the 

http://cimdata.com/en/education/plm-market-industry-forums
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costing tools in use today are not flexible or adaptable enough. Customer requested changes to products 
are difficult to handle and it can be hard to find and reuse previous estimates that may be pertinent to the 
latest quotation.  
The bottom line—it is difficult to accurately and quickly respond to requests for quotations for 
configured or engineered products and ensure that the work and product can be delivered profitably. 
Failure in this regard can cause loss of the business opportunity or quoting a project or product that will 
lose money regardless of how good or successful the product is. 
What is Needed  

CIMdata believes that to be successful, companies need to be able to estimate and analyze a product’s 
lifecycle costs including the long-term impact of upgrades and services early in the bid and development 
phases of the lifecycle. These estimates must incorporate costs from components (mechanical, 
electronic, software), materials, design and development, assembly and manufacturing, validation, and 
service. Cost information is defined and maintained in a diverse set of tools and repositories so cost 
estimating applications must be able to use unstructured as well as structured cost data. To ensure 
completeness and up-to-date accuracy of cost data, seamless integration with the many cost information 
sources, e.g., ERP, PLM, costing programs, suppliers, and others, is required. 
To perform effective cost estimating and analysis, companies need to be able to create and maintain 
costed Bills of Materials (BOM). These BOMs need to include all the costing components and factors. 
Cost estimators then need to be able to compare costs and cost BOMs for each of the possible 
product/system options being evaluated. Additionally, estimators and sales teams need to have access to 
cost estimates for previous product configuration so they can be reused or modified as appropriate.  
Personnel involved in the costing process need to be able to easily and rapidly communicate and 
collaborate to discuss and evaluate costing strategies and issues and to access the information they need 
to make informed costing decisions. Further, whenever some costing factor changes, i.e., material, 
assembly, design, service, etc., all impacted personnel and related cost systems and information need to 
be updated in a consistent manner. 
Early Product Lifecycle Costing Benefits 

There are many benefits that early and accurate lifecycle costing can deliver. Companies can more 
accurately calculate against target cost and mitigate quoting and NPDI financial risks. By being able to 
accurately calculate against their target cost, they can shorten their quotation cycles, make more accurate 
quotes, and achieve a faster response to requests for quotations. Using better product costing solutions 
can help a company integrate cost processes across divisions and increase collaboration between costing 
personnel and other functions. 
The ability to more accurately calculate target cost can help reduce the cost of product development by 
avoiding spending valuable resources developing unprofitable product variants. In addition to new 
developments, costing analyses can be applied to product changes to ensure their profitability. Thus, the 
company will have a better ability to innovate and perform in today’s rapidly changing business 
environments. 
The end result is that better product lifecycle costing can help a company increase their quote win rate, 
more accurately estimate the cost of new projects, and importantly, help ensure that “wins” are 
profitable. To address this need, new products are becoming available, each providing a range of 
capabilities that address aspects of the costing problem. SAP Product Lifecycle Costing (PLC) is one of 
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the most comprehensive solutions for costing CIMdata has seen to date. 
SAP Product Lifecycle Costing Highlights 

Available today, SAP’s PLC solution is a purpose-built end-to-end application for early engineering, 
quotation, and lifecycle costing. SAP worked with several clients across the globe and from a variety of 
manufacturing industry segments to ensure that SAP PLC both addresses their cost estimating 
requirements but also that it provides the user experience that costing personnel desire.  
To deliver the maximum functionality and flexibility, PLC is built on SAP HANA and incorporates a 
high-performance, real-time calculation engine that enables a company to perform comprehensive, 
complex lifecycle cost estimating and analysis. Each customer can implement their business-specific 
sourcing and pricing strategies. It provides a single version of the truth for real-time visibility into 
drivers of cost for all personnel working with or needing cost information. It incorporates full SAP 
security, locking, and versioning to ensure that sensitive cost information is protected. With its own 
master data management capability, PLC can be implemented as a standalone solution. It does not 
require implementation of SAP ERP, but it can leverage the master data available there and can be used 
it in combination with local PLC master data. For those companies that have deployed SAP solutions, 
PLC’s integration with them expands its capabilities and usefulness. MS Excel import and XML 
interfaces enable easy integration into existing cost management environments and applications. 
Users can create and maintain multiple versions of costed BOMs based on different sources such as MS 
Excel, ERP Manufacturing BOM (MBOM), or an Engineering BOM (EBOM) from a CAD or PLM 
solution. It is designed to obtain structures (cost and product) from multiple sources. It incorporates 
native inbound and outbound integrations with SAP’s ERP and PLM data structures.  
The PLC solution calculates bottom up and provides a variety of cost rollups and reports. It supports 
flexible, hierarchical product costing structures. Companies can perform what-if scenario and other 
analyses to make smarter and better design, production, supply chain, sourcing, and service decisions 
based on alternative product structures, cost rates, or quantities.  
Customers can extend and tailor the solution in three different ways; leveraging Back-End APIs, Front-
End Plug-Ins, or customer-specific fields and formulas framework. They can also define multiple cost 
factors including materials, labor, task routings, manufacturing overhead, etc. For ease of use by 
different personnel, the solution incorporates a modern role-based, configurable, and personalize-able 
user interface with a familiar spreadsheet-like paradigm. It provides three main views for users: 

• Calculation view—to maintain and analyze calculation versions 

• Cockpit view—to manage calculations 

• Administration or master data view—to manage master data 
SAP Product Lifecycle Costing provides the functionality, extensibility, and usability to enable 
companies to do more complete cost analysis and planning earlier in the product lifecycle.  
Summary 

Companies are facing increasing pressure to design, deliver, and service innovative, customer-driven 
products at competitive prices. The inability to develop complete and accurate early product lifecycle 
cost models, and provide visibility and transparency to the costs included in them, hurts both 
development and downstream profitability. Companies need new, innovative lifecycle costing solutions 
to address these issues. 
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SAP’s PLC enables new product costs to be defined, quantified, and analyzed during the early stages of 
the product lifecycle (i.e., during development). SAP’s PLC solution can address the early costing, 
quoting, and estimating problem faced by manufacturers in many industries, and especially for 
automotive suppliers. Available as a standalone product, SAP’s PLC solution provides a comprehensive 
set of capabilities for early engineering, quotation, and lifecycle costing. With a spreadsheet-like easy to 
use interface, companies can implement their chosen pricing strategies and perform quick, accurate cost 
analyses for fast response quoting and product development planning. CIMdata recommends that 
companies looking to address their lifecycle costing requirements include SAP’s Product Lifecycle 
Costing solution in their evaluation of potential solutions, regardless of whether or not they are an SAP 
ERP user. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Acquisitions 
Zuken USA Expands Operations with CAETEK Inc. Acquisition 
10 December 2015 

Zuken USA Inc announces the acquisition of CAETEK Inc. CAETEK is a software developer and sales 
partner for electrical design and manufacturing solutions. 

The addition of CAETEK will strengthen Zuken USA’s product portfolio and coverage in the electrical 
design space. CAETEK employees and intellectual property will transition to Zuken USA as part of the 
acquisition. 

Zuken USA’s CEO, Kent McLeroth, commented on the acquisition: “Paul Harvell and the team at 
CAETEK have developed some fantastic products, including Harness Builder, which expands the scope 
of E3.series further into the electrical manufacturing realm. Paul is an industry expert and will play a 
significant role in growing our E3.series business in the Americas. The acquisition of CAETEK brings 
new products and a wealth of educational content that will benefit our customers. His team will join 
Zuken USA in a variety of roles and will be a great asset to us.” 
Paul Harvell, founder and CEO of CAETEK says: “Kent and I have worked together for years and I 
have a lot of respect for him. CAETEK has developed some new products and content that are extremely 
complementary to Zuken’s E3.series product line. Combining our efforts is a win-win for both 
companies and I look forward to the opportunities ahead of us.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Company News 
3MF Consortium Announces New Founding Member, Ultimaker 
09 December 2015 

The 3MF Consortium, an industry association created to develop and promote a new full-fidelity file 
format for 3D printing, today announced that Ultimaker, a leading manufacturer of open-source premium 
3D printers, headquartered in The Netherlands, has joined at the Founding membership level. 

"Ultimaker strives to evolve 3D printing into a capable, versatile and accessible production technology," 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.3mf.io&esheet=51240355&newsitemid=20151209005962&lan=en-US&anchor=3MF+Consortium&index=1&md5=4ce6a8ff7800dd08a0770b869636a79c
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fultimaker.com%2F&esheet=51240355&newsitemid=20151209005962&lan=en-US&anchor=Ultimaker&index=2&md5=541d77240088a7424baebffd6cd99d2e
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said Siert Wijnia, CTO and founder of Ultimaker. "For this fast-growing industry to create meaningful 
progress, we need a more modern, future-proof and free format that is still easy to implement." 
"Ultimaker’s vision — to make 3D printing accessible to all — is one we share at the 3MF Consortium," 
said Adrian Lannin, 3MF Consortium executive director. "We’re pleased to welcome Ultimaker and 
know that its award-winning innovation and experience serving both professionals and novices will help 
strengthen the 3MF specification and its global adoption." 
Ultimaker further stated that it contributes to the 3MF format because it allows companies to focus on 
innovation and is free for anyone to implement. The next release of the company's 3D printing software 
Cura will support the 3MF format. 
The 3MF Consortium was formed to close the gap between the capabilities of modern 3D printers and 
outdated file formats. The 3MF specification eliminates the problems associated with currently available 
file formats, resolving interoperability and functionality issues, enabling companies to focus more on 
innovation. The first version of the 3MF specification is available now for download at no charge. 
Two levels of 3MF Consortium membership are available: Founding and Associate. Members work 
collaboratively to develop, enhance and promote the 3MF specification. 
Launched in 2015, the 3MF Consortium is a Joint Development Foundation project with the goal to 
define a 3D printing format that will allow design applications to send full-fidelity 3D models to a mix 
of other applications, platforms, services and printers. The 3MF (for 3D Manufacturing Format) 
specification eliminates the widespread issues with currently available file formats. 
Founding members of the 3MF Consortium are: 3D Systems; Autodesk, Inc; Dassault Systèmes, SA.; 
FIT AG; HP, Inc.; Materialise; Microsoft Corporation; Shapeways, Inc.; Siemens PLM Software; SLM 
Solutions Group AG; Stratasys, and Ultimaker. The starting point for the Consortium's development of 
the 3MF specification was Microsoft's donation of its 3D file format work-in-progress. More 
information about the 3MF Consortium and the 3MF specification is available athttp://www.3mf.io. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Arena Helps Power IoT Revolution 
10 December 2015 

Arena Solutions highlighted how more than 100 customers are already using Arena PLM for creating, 
designing and manufacturing of products that incorporate Internet of Things (IoT) capabilities. 
IoT is an explosive technology megatrend in which previously unconnected devices are being connected 
to the Internet with fixed IP addresses — all without human intervention — so they can send data to and 
interact with a central database and, sometimes, with one another. Product companies of all stripes are 
only just beginning to tap the vast potential of IoT, embedding sensors in everything from medical 
devices to home appliances and clothes. 
But it's no simple task to add IoT capability to products, especially for products that previously had no 
embedded electronics at all, and the pressure is growing to release them quickly. In an environment 
where components are changing fast and engineers are integrating entirely new systems into product 
designs, as the volume of new IoT devices increases, so have product launch failure rates. 
To remain competitive and release IoT capable products on time, companies must: 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.3mf.io%2Fwhat-is-3mf%2F3mf-specification%2F&esheet=51240355&newsitemid=20151209005962&lan=en-US&anchor=download&index=3&md5=b37f3eadf7a432e262c8462e84b11664
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.jointdevelopment.org%2F&esheet=51240355&newsitemid=20151209005962&lan=en-US&anchor=Joint+Development+Foundation&index=4&md5=584e46ebf6ed6ef50c0100030cc9fc7e
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.3mf.io&esheet=51240355&newsitemid=20151209005962&lan=en-US&anchor=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.3mf.io&index=5&md5=616276b97745733a7d4478d9f61ac025
http://www.arenasolutions.com/products/plm/
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Collaborate closely and transparently with not only their suppliers but also with their suppliers' 
suppliers in order to resolve issues before they become crises; 
Create a single version of the truth for the product design and its components. Arena PLM keeps 
everyone up-to-date on the latest product design information to ensure all parties globally are working 
off the same page; 
Easily compare and communicate with multiple suppliers to ensure that the design incorporates the 
components for the lowest price consistent with every changing and more rigorous compliance and 
regulatory requirements;  
Ensure everyone participates in the quality process by integrating quality inside the product record as 
opposed to a disparate linked third party; and 
Visually analyze key performance indicators so they can recognize trends sooner and move more 
swiftly to reduce risks before they manifest as serious issues. 
Increasingly, technology, consumer electronics and medical device companies are turning to Arena 
PLM, a cloud-based product lifecycle management (PLM) solution, to speed time to market, reduce 
costs and optimize their supply chain as they improve quality on complex electronics which have a high 
mix and high rates of change.  More than 100 innovative IoT companies such as Fitbit, Pebble and 
GoPro already rely on Arena, and more are turning to Arena every day. 
For example, these two IoT companies are among the more than 100 who are benefiting from using 
Arena PLM: 
i4c Innovations provides a platform and smart IoT equipped collar that delivers information on a dog's 
vital signs, wellness indicators and health-related reminders to pet owners and veterinarians. With 
Arena, i4c Innovations has been able to: 

• Improve product cycle time by up to 25 percent; 

• Speed engineering change order cycle time by more than 75 percent; 

• Reduce scrap and rework by up to 50 percent; and 

• Increase supply chain collaboration by more than 50 percent. 
"Arena allowed us to move from email chains and Excel spreadsheets to a centralized, common picture 
of our bill of materials," said Joe Burnette, product manager at i4c Innovations. "I greatly appreciate the 
plug-and-play ability of a cloud-based app." 

Totus Solutions makes security lighting systems that incorporate optimized LED lighting, megapixel IP 
surveillance, multi-day media storage, and secure wireless communications in a single solution. With 
Arena, Totus was able to: 

Accelerate engineering change order cycle time by more than 75 percent; 

Cut scrap and rework in half; and 

Increase supply chain collaboration by up to 75 percent. 

"It just works," said Gary Howard, director of hardware development at Totus. "Product transitions and 
life cycle evolutions are continuous. Arena keeps it all accurate and documented." 

"The Internet of Things represents a tectonic shift for new product possibilities in nascent and moribund 
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enterprises alike.  Those who do not draft this movement's momentum and investigate how PLM can 
greatly enhance their ability to release high-quality products faster in this newfound and more complex 
world do so at their own peril," said Kent Killmer, vice president of marketing at Arena. "With Arena's 
cloud-based PLM, organizations can incorporate IoT into their products, reducing cost, improving 
quality and collapsing time to market."  

Click here to return to Contents 

Atos and EMC Reveal Independent Research Showing Enterprise Cloud Strategies are 
Predominantly Hybrid 
10 December 2015 

Canopy, the Atos Cloud, in collaboration with EMC commissioned a study about Hybrid Cloud 
adoption conducted by Forrester Consulting.  Surveying over 150 companies with revenues of $1 
billion+ across multiple countries, the findings show an increased adoption of hybrid cloud services with 
58% of the respondents saying they already have some form of hybrid cloud environment. 
Multi-Cloud is Here and a Reality 

The research demonstrates that a majority of companies now understand that their approach to cloud 
must be through a combination of cloud services. 
Organizations using hybrid cloud define it as a 'cloud spread across multiple deployment models' with 
40% of respondents seeing it as a combination of Private and Public Cloud usage. 
Service Management Takes Center Stage 
51% of respondents consider that the Hybrid Cloud has the potential to allow the consolidation of the 
management of all cloud services.  
Further to that, respondents said that when deploying a hybrid cloud solution the most important factors 
to be considered are the ability to monitor and optimise cloud costs (55%) and performance (49%).  
In response to the potential risks represented by shadow IT, Bring-your-own device and cloud, the 
survey shows that recognition is high amongst IT professionals for the need of improved management 
and better governance.  
This brings orchestration and service brokering to the heart of the IT strategy, with service management 
taking center stage in IT organizations which are rapidly shifting to a role of providers and brokers of 
business services. 
Bi-modal IT is the Default IT Model 

46% of respondents identified the rewriting of applications to scale as a deployment scenario for Hybrid 
Cloud, and 33% stated that they have already built some service templates across hybrid clouds. 
When asked what to watch for when deploying a hybrid cloud, 47% of respondents said that it was 
important to ease the ability to port applications across different clouds. 
This response indicates that the cloud has become a target platform for many applications, not only for 
cloud-native applications but also for many enterprise applications which are becoming candidates for 
cloud deployment. 
Commenting on these findings, Philippe Lorens, CEO at Canopy said, "Managing a number of different 
cloud solutions represents a challenge and a new opportunity for IT leaders. They can solidify their own 

https://canopy-cloud.com/hybrid-cloud
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role within the business by consolidating, governing and managing a combination of cloud-based 
services to ensure they help meet business needs. With this objective in mind, IT leaders have started to 
articulate clear strategies in terms of security and governance, and look for partners who have the ability 
to assist them in their full cloud transformation". 
Commenting on these findings, Anna Dorcey, Vice President Global Alliances, Americas Field & 
Partner Marketing at EMC Corporation said, "Many organizations are looking for ways to drive more 
business value, redefine their business models, and build an enhanced customer experience in an 
increasingly digital world. An agile, adaptable and scalable hybrid cloud solution that addresses the need 
for rapid deployment and controlled management helps organizations innovate rapidly and deliver 
enterprise-grade performance, resiliency and security while combining the control, reliability and 
confidence of private cloud with the simplicity, flexibility and cost efficiency of public clouds." 
Read the full report here. 

Click here to return to Contents 

AVEVA named Britain’s Most Admired Company in the Software and Computer Services Sector 
04 December 2015 

AVEVA announced that it has been ranked as Britain’s Most Admired Company for the Software and 
Computer Services sector for the second year running. AVEVA was selected for the Management Today 
award ahead of peers such as Sage, Micro Focus and Fidessa. AVEVA has also reached the top 24 in the 
overall Britain’s Most Admired Companies (BMAC) list 2015 which includes names such as Unilever, 
Royal Dutch Shell and AstraZeneca. AVEVA was recognised after scoring highly in categories 
including quality of products and business innovation. This highly respected award celebrated its 25th 
anniversary this year in a ceremony at Claridge’s, in London, on 3 December. 
‘This award is testament to AVEVA’s resilience’, said Richard Longdon, CEO, AVEVA. ‘Since we 
won the award last year, we have continued an active acquisition strategy while investing in our 
technology leadership, including the release of our new decision-support solution, AVEVA Engage™. 
In addition, our business strategy of creating greater market diversification and expanding our solution 
footprint within existing customers is building strong momentum.'  
‘While this is a British award, it certainly reflects our success as a global business, which relies on our 
talented international team in over 30 countries. I am proud that we have continued to sustain a high 
level of success, despite the current challenges within some of our key markets. The BMAC award is a 
credit to my AVEVA colleagues around the world and a great way to start 2016!’ 

‘AVEVA continues its dominance in this category by winning Britain’s Most Admired Companies 
software & computers award for the second year running,’ said Matthew Gwyther, Editor of 
Management Today. ‘AVEVA has demonstrated that it has once again stood out amongst its peers and 
is truly admired by its industry counterparts. I would like to congratulate AVEVA on accomplishing the 
‘double’, a great achievement in a competitive, innovative environment.’ 
AVEVA is continuing its innovative technology developments. This year it released AVEVA Engage, a 
decision support solution. It combines the power of instant access to a Digital Asset’s full contextually-
integrated information with an impressively simple and entirely intuitive touch-driven interface, all 
visualised and navigable in a striking Ultra-High Definition (UHD) whole-model view. Users can also 
gain access to AVEVA Experience™, an on-demand Cloud-based training environment. Currently users 

https://canopy-cloud.com/hybrid-cloud
http://www.aveva.com/AVEVA_Engage
http://www.aveva.com/AVEVA_experience
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can try AVEVA Everything3D™ (AVEVA E3D™) for free. In addition AVEVA has showcased the 
powerful Design in Context capabilities of the latest release of AVEVA E3D. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Infosys Banks on Ireland for FinTech Expertise 
7 December 2015 

Taoiseach (Prime Minister) Enda Kenny TD and Richard Bruton TD, the Minister for Jobs, Enterprise 
and Innovation, Government of Ireland today announced that, Infosys, a global leader in consulting, 
technology, outsourcing and next-generation services, intends to create 250 new jobs over the next three 
years in Ireland to develop new technologies and support innovation in global financial institutions.  
This project has been supported by the Department of Jobs through IDA Ireland.  

The expansion will see Infosys create up to 95 roles at its first dedicated product-centric research and 
development (R&D) center outside India, and open a second Irish facility to house up to 155 people who 
will provide IT services to Infosys clients.  
The highly skilled technology roles at the R&D facility, which will be established by EdgeVerve 
Systems, the product subsidiary of Infosys, will focus on FinTech research and development. The center 
will operate an open innovation model, working closely with customers, technology partners, academic 
institutions and the start-up community in areas of technology, such as blockchain and analytics.  
Employees at the company’s new development center will provide technology services to its global and 
Ireland-based clients in the financial services industry. The work will include high-end IT consulting, 
business analytics, business processing and customer service.  
The new roles are in addition to more than 250 employees that are already working for Infosys in 
Ireland. This number includes the employees that have been transferred from AIB to the Infosys 
Booterstown facility in an announcement that was made in July 2015, and employees working onsite at 
client locations in Ireland.  

Click here to return to Contents 

NGC is Recognized as a Leader in 34 Categories in the 2015 RIS Software LeaderBoard 

08 December 2015 

NGC Software today announced that it was named a leader in 34 categories in the 015 RISLeaderBoard. 
The RIS LeaderBoard is widely recognized as the retail industry's most reliable and objective ranking of 
retail technology software vendors. 

In addition to being recognized as a leader in 34 categories, NGC made the Top 5 list in 32 categories, 
more than any other vendor. Out of 78 software companies ranked in the RIS LeaderBoard, NGC was in 
the 97th percentile of vendors in every category related to Customer Satisfaction – placing NGC in an 
elite class of software companies for the retail industry. Highlights include: 

• NGC was named a leader in a number of additional categories, including Overall 
Performance, Technology Innovation, Quality of Service, Return on Investment, 
Ease of Installation and Integration, Ease of Administration, and 
Recommendation. 

http://www.aveva.com/AVEVA_E3D
https://www.infosys.com/pages/index.aspx
https://www.infosys.com/newsroom/press-releases/Pages/financial-application-management-innovation.aspx
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• Retailers voted NGC #1 in Quality of Support, a testament to NGC’s relentless 
focus on continuous improvement in customer service and support. 

• Tier One retailers named NGC #1 in Total Cost of Operations, reflecting the value 
and overall cost-effectiveness of NGC solutions. 

The RIS LeaderBoard is a highly rigorous evaluation of software vendors from the people who know 
them best – actual retail customers. The LeaderBoard ranks technology vendors based on customer 
satisfaction across a wide range of criteria, serving as an objective guide to help retailers find the 
vendors and solutions they need. The 2015 rankings were compiled from 747 evaluations of 78 software 
companies from 332 retailers – “cutting through the noise of marketing messages, buzz and hype,” 
according to RIS, in order to provide real-world information on software vendors. 
“This is an outstanding performance for NGC, and we are thrilled to get this level of recognition 
from RIS News,” said Mark Burstein, president of sales, marketing and R&D, NGC. “The continuous 
improvements in NGC’s products and services have helped us reach a high level of excellence, and our 
entire staff is committed to maintaining and improving in all areas.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Study Finds BIM Offers Substantial Benefits for Construction Industry 
10 December 2015 

The benefits of BIM (building information modeling) and other technology advancements that allow the 
exchange of information on design and construction projects, including improving labor productivity 
and reducing costs for construction companies, are just the beginning of what can be achieved, 
according to a new study released today by Dodge Data & Analytics in partnership with Bentley 
Systems. 

The findings are published in a new report, "SmartMarket Brief: BIM Advancements 01," the first of a 
series that will examine how BIM and information mobility are transforming the construction industry, 
based on respondents from the largest architecture, engineering and contracting companies in the U.S. 
The report is available to download at analyticsstore.construction.com/smartmarket-
reports/SMBBIMAdvancements01.html. For the first time for a SmartMarket study, the findings can also 
be accessed on a microsite atSmartMarketBrief.com, which allows easy mobile access to the data and 
offers the opportunity to go deeper into the findings. 
The study explores three discrete topics, with the overall theme of improving the industry through 
technology: BIM success factors, construction modeling and information mobility. 
The BIM success factors section explores both the measurable benefits achieved from BIM and the 
factors considered most critical to help achieve those benefits.   The benefits of BIM make it clear that it 
is a competitive advantage for companies that use it: 

• 48% see a 5% decrease or more in final construction cost because they use BIM; 

• Over half (51%) see the same level of reduction in their project schedules; 

• Nearly one third (31%) report seeing a 25% improvement in labor productivity.  
The study also determined the factors that have the greatest impact on achieving that level of success 
with BIM, including BIM planning (creating a common methodology for use of BIM across the project 

http://analyticsstore.construction.com/smartmarket-reports/SMBBIMAdvancements01.html
http://analyticsstore.construction.com/smartmarket-reports/SMBBIMAdvancements01.html
http://www.smartmarketbrief.com/
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team), platform compatibility and BIM-integrated meetings. "Time and again, our research has 
demonstrated that BIM is most valuable as a means to enhance collaboration," said Steve Jones, Senior 
Director of Industry Insights at Dodge Data & Analytics.  "These findings demonstrate that you 
achieve the best results when BIM is at the heart of a transformed process built on sharing information, 
rather than simply the deployment of software." 
"Implementing BIM successfully involves behavioral, cultural and technological changes: transforming 
your organization, adopting new processes and implementing new standards," said Anne Busson, 
Industry Marketing Director, AEC at Bentley Systems.  "Achieving change can be easier said than 
done. That's why we have set up the BIM Advancement Academy program for owners. Our program 
provides an effective way for owners to on-board contractors and their supply chain, to align their 
efforts through common processes that advance information creation and information flow within each 
project. The goals are to advance industry best practices, drive standards, capture and recycle lessons 
learned, and advance BIM processes via awareness sessions, forums, targeted seminars and working 
groups." 
The study also demonstrates that currently, construction modeling is under-utilized, with less than half 
(41%) of the respondents currently seeing construction modeling on their projects, but nearly three 
quarters (72%) of those who use it reporting its value. The findings reveal that general contractors do the 
majority of construction modeling, and that the activities considered the most valuable are construction 
work packaging and sequencing, and project site logistics. However, modeling among the trades is still 
emerging, except for HVAC and structural contractors. The greatest areas of unmet demand according to 
the findings are for interior, building envelope and electrical trade contractors to engage in construction 
modeling. 
However, BIM is not the sole technology advancing the construction industry. Seventy percent of the 
respondents currently use information/document management systems and online meetings, with over 
80% expecting to use them in two years. The greatest increase in use is expected for cloud storage 
services, which jump from 56% who use them currently to 89% in two years. 
Contractors see the greatest benefit from these modes of enhancing information mobility, with nearly 
half (43%) reporting that they have experienced a very high degree of improvement in information 
mobility in the last two years, compared to 28% of architects and 37% of engineers. 
Among all of the survey respondents, 70% or more place a high importance on having improved devices 
for jobsites, more reliable and ubiquitous connectivity, more standardization and interoperability of data 
platforms, and greater ability to store and access project information in the cloud. "The findings make 
clear that all players see opportunities to improve their information mobility further," said Jones.  "They 
indicate that the construction industry is still just beginning to see the full benefits offered by 
information mobility improvements." 

Click here to return to Contents 

TCS gets recognised at European Software Testing Awards  
08 December 2015 
Tata Consultancy Services has further demonstrated its leadership in Quality Assurance (QA) and 
Testing services at The European Software Testing Awards, 2015.  
The awards, organised by TEST Magazine, the UK's leading software testing magazine, are now in their 
third year and celebrate excellence, best practice and innovation in the UK & European software testing 
and QA community.  
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During the awards, held at Old Billingsgate, in the City of London, TCS was recognised in four key 
areas: The Best Agile Project award in partnership with Aviva - Award, The Best Mobile Project award 
in partnership with the Avis Budget Group ,Testing Innovator of the Year award and The Leading 
Vendor.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Wipro wins Graham Bell award for IoT solution  
11 December 2015 

Global software major Wipro on Friday announced it had won the Aegis Graham Bell award for 
developing a solution for the Internet of Things (IoT). 
"The solution enables flexible adaptation of data streams from a wide range of end devices to IoT 
platforms and data stores," the IT bellwether said in a statement here. 
The Aegis Graham Bell Award is the country's innovation award in the field of Telecom, Internet, 
Media and Entertainment (TIME) and Social, Mobility Analytics and Cloud (SMAC). 
Minister of State Jitendra Singh presented the award to the outsourcing firm at a function in New Delhi 
recently. 

Click here to return to Contents 
 

Event News 
Gerber Technology announces advancements at ideation2015 
10 December 2015 

Gerber Technology announced advances to its YuniquePLM In The Cloud, and AccuMark 10.1, and 
enhancements to its AccuMark 3D, and key processes including virtual sample management and a pilot 
of Internet of Things (IoT) management dashboard. 

Gerber’s subscription based YuniquePLM In The Cloud provides benefits of the company’s V6.1 
software, including the ability to generate and export user-created product and line report views and 
increased functionality within the 3D file support media. YuniquePLM In the Cloud offers flexible and 
scalable product lifecycle management software without IT infrastructure, so platform users of all sizes 
can embrace it. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Lectra sofa a hit at Bordeaux furniture event 
09 December 2015 

Lectra recently hosted a global event for upholstered furniture manufacturers in Bordeaux-Cestas. More 
than 120 participants from the industry, representing 16 countries, were present. The event focused on 
the main challenges facing the furniture industry today, specifically how to offer more choice in less 
time and reduce costs by producing faster, efficiently, profitably, customized and responsibly. 
One of the key aims of the event was to give participants the opportunity to experience Lectra's expert 

http://www.business-standard.com/search?type=news&q=Wipro
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knowledge and solutions in operation firsthand, through interactive workshops, live demonstrations, and 
round-table discussions. 
Several customers, including Polipol (Germany), Muebles Liz (Mexico) and Klaussner Furniture (US) 
gave presentations on how an optimized process had served to improve their companies' performance. 
"We have just opened a state-of-the-art leather processing facility in Poland. Working closely with 
Lectra, the entire plant was conceived to take advantage of lean manufacturing principles, from hide 
reception to finished goods expedition in a seamless process. This has enabled us to shorten delivery 
time to our customers, reduce waste and incorporate more hide information directly into our ERP 
system," explained Peter Jürgens, CIO of Polipol. 
VP Operations with Klaussner Furnishings, Glenn Kahn, explained how his company has accelerated 
the product development process and lowered costs. IT Manager of Muebles Liz, Victor Ibarra showed 
how the company has optimized its fabric cutting process, resulting in the quadrupling of production 
capacity. 
The climax of the event was the unveiling of the "Lectra Sofa" designed exclusively for Lectra by 
Sylvain Joly Design Studio, and built by Daveluy Creations (France) to showcase the efficiency and 
effectiveness of an integrated, collaborative process, using only Lectra's DesignConcept® Vector® and 
Versalis® solutions. "Working in tandem with the designer and Lectra, we were able to iron out 
problems using the 3D virtual prototype. This resulted in a first physical prototype which was 95% 
ready for production," estimated Pascal Daveluy. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Implementation Investments 
Beijing New Airport Project Extends Construction Information Management System Contract with 
Trimble 
09 December 2015 

Trimble today announced a contract extension for Beijing's New Airport Project. In April, Trimble won 
the initial bid to supply the project with a construction information management system. Based on the 
success of the solution to date, the contract has been extended to include additional machine control 
systems for soil stabilization. 
Beijing's new airport is projected to handle approximately 72 million travelers, 2 million tons of shipping 
and 620,000 flights by the year 2025. It is a massive construction project with an unprecedented amount 
of civil aviation investment by the Chinese government. In order to construct the airport in a safer, more 
efficient manner, achieve transparent management, and maximize construction quality, the Beijing New 
Airport Project is using construction technology from Trimble to integrate construction and operations. 
Trimble was chosen by the Beijing New Airport Project to implement a browser-based, locally-hosted 
digital construction information management system for tracking and monitoring construction 
operations in real-time. The Trimble solution allows users to create 3D constructible models, perform 
soil stabilization, automate construction processes and effectively manage information. Based on the 
successful soil stabilization results using Trimble machine control over the past four months, another 15 
systems have been ordered. 
"The research results for dynamic compaction have been extremely promising," said Li Qiang, chief 
engineer of the Beijing New Airport Construction Office. "As a result, the project is pushing forward 
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with a larger scale deployment to further the research into creating new methods and standards for 
airfield construction." 
"The Beijing New Airport Project is a significant win for Trimble and we are very excited about the 
success of the project," said Steve Berglund, president and CEO of Trimble. "The contract extension 
validates Trimble's ability to provide innovative solutions that transform work processes by maximizing 
management capability, ensuring construction quality and improving productivity." 

Click here to return to Contents 

Centric Software Product Lifecycle Management Selected by Tape à l’Œil 
08 December 2015 

Centric Software announces that part of the Mulliez Family Association, childrenswear brand Tape à 
l’Œil, has chosen Centric 8 Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) solution to support strategic 
objectives and reinforce brand integrity. 
Based in Wasquehal in northern France, Tape à l’Œil (TAO) adapts trendy adult fashions for children - 
from birth to age 14. TAO sells 25 million items annually from a global retail network of 300 stores, 
with products designed and developed internally. TAO will deploy Centric across its international team 
of designers, product managers, buyers and pattern makers. 
With their customers in mind, TAO initiated its PLM project as a way to improve operations and 
become even more customer-focused by shortening time to market. 
“Traditionally, it would take us between 4 to 5 months from the first sample to final product delivery,” 
Olivier Paul, Group Buying Director, explains. “But with Centric, we expect to reduce cycle times by 
25%, giving our designers and product managers the opportunity to better anticipate trends and adapt 
our offer.” 
To achieve this, TAO will use Centric 8 PLM to improve the way technical specifications are 
communicated to supply chain partners. The company also aims to use Centric’s innovative technologies 
– particularly its integrated mobile applications – to support the relocation of key activities like quality 
assurance closer to suppliers’ production sites in order to reduce the average number of samples per 
style from three to one, and mitigate the environmental impact of international logistics. 
Paul also highlights the importance of Centric’s position as “the number one PLM specialist for fashion” 
and its intuitive Agile Deployment approach as being instrumental in TAO’s choice of PLM partner. 
Supporting Paul’s enthusiasm, Centric Software CEO Chris Groves says, “We are excited to work with 
another member of the Mulliez Group – particularly one with such a strong customer community. TAO 
is committed to capturing the essence of youth in its products, and the Centric team is dedicated to 
providing the proven processes and technologies that will help drive that optimistic spirit.” 
Tape à l’ Œil is synonymous with fashion, customer satisfaction and omni-channel stores around the 
world. For the past 20 years, Tape à l’OEil has offered colorful childrenswear, for ages 0 to 14, 
matching price with quality. Cheerful and welcoming, TAO offers a wide range of product choices and 
frequent collection replenishment. 
TAO is an omni-channel company, distributed across 300 stores in 19 countries and online. Over 900 
employees stand united behind the brand and share its core values. 
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Innovation in 3D Is Putting Singapore Land Authority on the Map Bentley Advancing Infrastructure 
08 December 2015 

The Singapore Land Authority (SLA) is a statutory board under the Ministry of Law with a mission to 
optimise land resources for the economic and social development of Singapore. The SLA-led SGD $8 
million government initiative is intended to create and maintain a world’s first high-resolution 3D map 
of an entire country. Created using Bentley software, the 3D map will provide multi-user access to this 
information to support daily operational requirements, planning, risk management, and more. The 
project encompassed all of Singapore, an area of more than 700 square kilometres. 
Bentley’s comprehensive solution enabled NCS, the system integrator for the project, to meet SLA’s 2D 
and 3D cadastre management requirements, while providing flexibility in terms of in-house 
development and a data agnostic environment. Simplicity of integration with other technologies, such as 
Oracle Spatial, was important because SLA will manage both 2D and 3D data natively in Oracle to meet 
wider objectives for hybrid data management processes, information sharing, and collaboration.   
“Bentley’s strength in 3D editing and its interoperability with the Oracle Spatial database was key in the 
implementation of a national 3D city model database,” said Dr. Victor Choo, deputy director, land 
survey division, Singapore Land Authority.  
The project involved capturing large amounts of data, creating 2D/3D datasets in several data formats, 
and supporting the interoperability of the data and management of datasets in a single repository. 
Multiple rapid mapping technologies such as oblique imagery, airborne laser scanning, mobile laser 
scanning, and terrestrial scanning, resulted in more than 50 terabytes of data in multiple formats . 
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Pacific Gas and Electric and its Contractors Capitalize on ProjectWise for Collaborative Substation 
Design (Bentley Systems) 
09 December 2015 

California based Pacific Gas and Electric has extended its intelligent substation design strategy, based 
on Bentley Substation, to its external design contractors. Through ProjectWise, contractors can securely 
access PG&E’s substation designs and collaborate with in-house engineers working “live” in PG&E’s 
environment.  
PG&E Substation Engineering Services successfully deployed Bentley Substation and ProjectWise to 
approximately 80 internal design employees in 2011 and 2012. This decreased errors on drawings, 
reduction of the amount of construction rework in the field, and a drop in the average design hours per 
drawing by 50%. 
In order to continue to successfully manage substation work, PG&E needed to identify a process that 
allowed external contractors to access and collaborate on PG&E’s 3D substation drawings. 
Approximately 60 percent of PG&E’s projects are contracted out to major engineering firms in the 
United States including GE, WorleyParsons, Schneider Engineering, Sargent & Lundy, Burns & 
McDonnell, Dashiell, SEL, HDR, ABB, TRC, Mesa Engineering, BPE, Ampirical Solutions, and Black 
& Veatch. 
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PG&E also wanted its contractors to use Bentley Substation and ProjectWise to realize efficiency gains 
and benefits similar to those that it had been realizing internally. PG&E sought to maintain strict control 
over a single, centralized storage database where all PG&E drawings would be stored and accessed by 
both the contractors and internal designers. 
PG&E Substation Engineering Services worked with the PG&E IT organization and Bentley to evaluate 
a number of options that would enable effective, efficient, and secure project collaboration with 
contractors. After much analysis and a proof of concept, the use of Bentley Substation and ProjectWise 
via a secure Citrix connection was the solution chosen. This implementation allowed PG&E to eliminate 
the need to have a drawing administrator while enabling control over the drawings and projects that 
contractors are able to see and change. Contractors can securely log into ProjectWise, then check out 
and work on PG&E’s drawings using Bentley Substation. The engineering contractor collaboration 
solution allows for simultaneous design by multiple contractors, as well as instantaneous error-checking 
between engineering firms. 
While being efficient has become more and more important for all projects, it is absolutely essential on 
larger transmission projects, since PG&E sends these out for competitive bidding as part of the FERC 
Order 1000 compliance. 
Today, efficiencies of up to 35 percent are being captured on each capital order that is contracted for 
design. PG&E’s contractors are expected to decrease their average design hours per drawing from 24 to 
16, thus reducing the costs of project delivery. This goal is expected to yield savings of up to USD 5 
million per year. Cost savings are due to the improvements in secure document control, consolidation of 
various data sources, streamlined design cycle, and reduction of design errors and construction rework. 
In addition to significantly reducing design hours and cost, the consolidated database as a sole, secure 
method of document control has decreased the risk of having inaccurate or duplicate substation records 
and has helped PG&E better comply with stringent regulatory record keeping requirements. 
Josue Martinez, Senior Project Engineer at PG&E stated, “Over the last several years, PG&E has 
enjoyed a very fruitful partnership with Bentley. With the completion of our Engineering Contractor 
Collaboration Solution, we are proud to bring our external contractors on board and include them in this 
partnership. As a result, we are collaborating more effectively, efficiently, securely, and confidently with 
our contractors in order to achieve greater success in overall project delivery.” 
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TCS BaNCS Drives Next Generation Banking Services at IDFC Bank 
7 December 2015 

Tata Consultancy Services (TCS), a leading IT services, consulting and business solutions organization, 
announced that IDFC Bank has gone operational with TCS BaNCS for Core Banking, thereby enabling 
next generation banking services that are more personalized, convenient and faster. IDFC Bank started 
operations on October 1, 2015, with 23 branches, powered by TCS BaNCS. The Core Banking solution 
equips IDFC Bank with a flexible, easy-to-scale system that will help it deliver a differentiated customer 
experience. 
Commenting on the implementation of TCS BaNCS, Dr. Rajiv Lall, Managing Director & CEO, IDFC 
Bank, said, “IDFC Bank intends to use technology to relentlessly drive efficiency, with a new approach 
to service and inclusive banking. To achieve this, it requires a system that is nimble, smart, and one that 
would host all products and processes within a common architecture. Our selection of TCS BaNCS was 

http://www.tcs.com/offerings/bancs/banking/core_banking/Pages/default.aspx
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based on this fundamental premise.” 
N Ganapathy Subramaniam, President, TCS Financial Solutions, said, “We are pleased to report the go 
live of TCS BaNCS at IDFC Bank within a year, laying the foundation for customer-centricity, business 
resiliency, and operational efficiency. It is really gratifying to see that a modern bank is taking shape, 
supporting digitally empowered customers and corporates as well as reaching out to the unbanked as a 
focused business.” 
TCS was selected by IDFC Bank for its best-of-breed technology and established track record of having 
deployed more than 300 similar projects worldwide, including those at some of the world’s largest 
banks. In about 9 months, IDFC Bank has implemented solutions for core banking, corporate loan 
origination, financial inclusion and Global Limits and Exposure Management (GLEM) from the TCS 
BaNCS suite and has integrated them with a host of additional systems within the Bank. Thereby, it has 
created a complete and efficient ecosystem to acquire and service customers across retail and corporate 
segments. 
IDFC Bank is committed to offering new-age, tech savvy banking solutions, backed by a unique 
distribution network. The Bank has started operations in rural banking, corporate and wholesale banking 
and treasury, in the first phase. It is expected to soon roll out personal and SME banking services. 
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Tecplot Software Used in Design of Orion Heat Shield 
08 December 2015 

Tecplot, Inc., a developer of data visualization and analysis software for engineers and scientists, today 
announced that its flagship product, Tecplot 360 EX, was used in the design of the heat shield for the 
Orion spacecraft. 
Orion’s heat shield, a protective blanket built with high-tech fibers and ceramics, is crucial to mission 
success. The outer layer of the heat shield is designed to burn away as it heats up during re-entry into the 
atmosphere, thus maintaining the integrity of the inner layer and helping to ensure the survivability of 
the spacecraft. 
To predict temperature and airflow around the heat shield during re-entry, a team of NASA engineers 
analyzed heat-shield materials in NASA Ames' Arc Jet wind-tunnel and then compared the results with 
those generated by CFD (computational fluid dynamics) simulations. They then used Tecplot 360 EX as 
a post-processor to analyze, visualize and understand the CFD results. 
The Tecplot software helped engineers visualize the simulations generated by two NASA-developed 
CFD solvers: DPLR, which stands for Data Parallel Line Relaxation; and LAURA, which stands for 
Langley Aerothermodynamic Upwind Relaxation Algorithm. The DPLR and LAURA tools simulate the 
physics of the extreme heat generated when an object enters Earth’s atmosphere. 
The NASA team ran about 2,000 DPLR and LAURA simulations and analyzed those simulations with 
Tecplot 360 EX. The simulations tell the space agency how hot the heat-shield surface will get when 
entering the atmosphere based on the known physics of friction of the molecules in the atmosphere 
flowing over the heat shield. The team knows from other testing at what temperature the heat shield will 
melt, so if the simulations show the temperature staying below that mark they can safely predict that 
Orion will survive that part of the re-entry process. 

http://www.tcs.com/offerings/bancs/banking/core_banking/Pages/default.aspx
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NASA conducted the first test flight of the Orion Program late last year. If all goes according to plan, 
the Orion spacecraft will put humans on an asteroid by 2025 and on Mars in the 2030s. 
Unmanned for its first test flight, Orion was designed and constructed to travel farther into space than 
any other spacecraft intended to carry humans and through temperatures twice as hot as molten lava. 
The sole purpose of the flight was to test Orion’s critical systems under real flight conditions. 
The next unmanned test flight of Orion is not expected until late 2017 or early 2018. 
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Product News 
Anark MBEWeb Delivers MBE-Enabled Cloud Applications for the Industrial Internet 
09 December 2015 

Anark Corporation announced today that it has launched its MBE-enabled HTML hosting and 
collaboration solution, powered by its Anark Core software. 

Leveraging Anark’s recipe-driven publishing and collaboration software currently deployed within 
many of the world’s largest manufacturing enterprises, MBEWeb brings powerful new capabilities to 
the Industrial Internet, including full support for popular mobile platforms such as iOS and Android-
based tablet and smartphone devices through their standard web browsers. 

The past three years have seen a rapid migration of enterprise manufacturers, away from traditional 2D 
engineering drawings and loosely-coupled database reports, towards a unified electronic MBE process 
leveraging 3D PDF documents generated with authoritative data from multiple data sources, including 
PLM and ERP. A natural next step in this process change is the need to leverage such a capability in the 
broader context of the extended enterprise, across the Industrial Internet—to better facilitate inter-
organizational access and collaboration. 
“Now that many of the world’s most innovative manufacturing enterprises have been successful 
generating multi-data 3D PDFs in full production for their manufacturing supply chains using Anark 
Core, our customers are now asking for a software solution that can reach out across the extended 
enterprise. Anark is happy to announce the launch of MBEWeb hosting and collaboration capabilities, 
which allows recipe-driven HTML + WebGL 3D content to be published into a modern, distributed 
cloud application environment, compatible with next-generation Industrial Internet platforms,” said 
Scott Collins, Executive VP of Product Development at Anark Corporation. 
Fit-for-purpose HTML content can be generated through traditional PLM and ERP workflows through 
Anark Core’s recipe-based automation SOA and data connector architecture. A flexible template-based 
cloud application framework supports a wide variety of use cases in engineering release, supply chain 
collaboration, quality inspection planning and execution, manufacturing process planning and execution, 
and product service operations. Design engineering data from 3D CAD with MBD, 2D drawings, and 
other contextually-related tabular data (such as system requirements, manufacturing notes, MBOM, bill 
of process, bill of characteristics, and field service data from IoT systems), can be synthesized together 
in a unified collaboration environment. 
MBEWeb is a customer-hosted software system using Windows or Linux servers utilizing the most 
modern and scalable cloud platform components, allowing technical engineering and manufacturing 
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content to be delivered closer to enterprise users at the edge of the network. Hosting and user 
collaboration is achieved through a distributed cloud application framework instead of a traditional 
client-server transactional database model, allowing the system to cost-effectively scale to hundreds of 
thousands of simultaneous users. 
“Teams and organizations as diverse as Systems Engineering, Procurement, Manufacturing, and Service 
Operations, can now leverage their company’s engineering and manufacturing data investments, while 
continuing to honor the authority of the many databases involved in the modern manufacturing 
enterprise. Our customers that have established 3D MBE processes will be especially pleased to see full 
parity with our advanced 3D PDF publishing capabilities, with the additional benefits of multi-
organizational collaboration in the cloud and flexible mobile access,” Collins continued. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Aras Announces New PLM-based Application for Technical Publications 
11 December 2015 

Aras® announced the release of the Aras Technical Documentation application which provides a 
breakthrough in the authoring, visualizing, and publishing of a wide range of product, regulatory, safety, 
and technical publications. By directly using PLM controlled data, the solution enables faster production 
of accurate, up to date technical publications like catalogs, maintenance manuals, regulatory filings and 
training manuals. 
 

Improving Speed and Accuracy of Technical Publication Production 

Built on the Aras Innovator platform, Aras Technical Documentation takes a new approach to simplify 
the creation and updating of Technical Publications. During the authoring process, the solution uses 
PLM content directly, which cuts out rewriting and eliminates opportunities for error. Document 
revisions and engineering change orders automatically trigger updates, improving content accuracy. 
Developed in partnership with Orio AB (formerly Saab Original Parts AB), the web-based solution 
allows many publications to share the same source information in a modular fashion, eliminating data 
duplication. Document assembly is managed using templates, ensuring publications conform to 
regulatory requirements, industry standards and corporate formatting. 
“Often companies create product catalogs by pulling data from multiple disconnected systems, which is 
a slow process with many possibilities for errors,” said Thomas Kjellberg, Chief Technology Officer, at 
Orio. “This solution enables a single PLM based engineering and technical publication authoring 
environment for multi-lingual, multi-program, multi-application and multi-brand requirements, meaning 
that we’re able to produce manuals and catalogs faster, while ensuring product documentation embeds 
already approved product data.” 
 

Key Features 

• Technical documents are composed of the latest, approved information by 
referencing revision controlled data in PLM 

• Engineering changes trigger updates to associated technical content, ensuring all 
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documents use the latest information 

• Content templates maintain consistency and enforce standards in regulatory and 
safety documents 

• Modular content is easily shared across multiple documents, eliminating data 
duplication, improving efficiency and reducing costs 

• Web browser editor makes the application easy to use and supports publishing in 
XML, HTML and PDF 

 

“The authoring of technical publications too often takes place in isolation from product development, 
resulting in significant rework if incorrect product info is used, late ECOs occur, or if changes take place 
after product launch,” said Jean-Christophe Bertrand, PIM/PDM Project Manager at Mersen. “With 
Aras Technical Documentation, integrated and automated documentation tools complete with indexing 
and linking capabilities will allow us to create, print and publish catalogs to our distribution and OEM 
channels knowing they are accurate and up to date.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

AspenTech Unveils Compliance, Accuracy and Workflow Updates to aspenONE® Engineering 
Software 
08 December 2015 

Aspen Technology, Inc. announced the availability of new enhancements to aspenONE® Engineering 
Version 8.8 software. Developed for firms in the Oil, Gas, Refining, Chemicals, Engineering & 
Construction and other process industries, aspenONE V8.8.2 includes updates to the Aspen Economic 
Evaluation and the Aspen Exchanger Design and Rating (EDR) product families. The latest upgrades 
deliver integrated workflow and costing improvements that allow leading global firms to minimize 
capital expenditures, improve project design efficiency and boost operational profitability. 

This release of Aspen Capital Cost Estimator (ACCE) software includes the annual Cost Basis update 
for 2015, which is integrated into the entire Aspen Economic Evaluation suite of products. ACCE 
V8.8.2 software allows users to accurately and quickly estimate the total cost of equipment, labor and 
related services in new markets and locations, and to independently evaluate Engineering and 
Construction (E&C) and vendor quotes, using cost data that reflects market changes over the past year. 
Designed for use throughout the estimating lifecycle, ACCE creates value and mitigates risks for 
potential and current projects by incorporating project scope changes and managing costs early on in the 
design process, aligning E&C and owner-operator expectations and work processes. 

Aspen EDR software V8.8.2 conforms to the latest versions of design codes, including the American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) and European standards. Aspen Shell & Tube Mechanical 
design calculation output forms have been redesigned to appear in the same style as current international 
design codes, streamlining compliance requirements. The inclusion of the 2015 Cost Basis updates in 
the latest release produces realistic cost estimates for more competent bids and faster, informed project 
decision-making. 

Click here to return to Contents 
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Cadence Collaborates with Lumerical and PhoeniX Software to Offer Virtuoso Platform-Based 
Design Flow for Electronic /Photonic ICs 
7 December 2015 

Cadence Design Systems Inc. announced that it has collaborated with Lumerical Solutions Inc. 
(www.lumerical.com) and PhoeniX B.V. (www.phoenixbv.com) to jointly develop an integrated 
electronic/photonic design automation (EPDA) environment for photonic ICs (PICs). Built around the 
Cadence® Virtuoso® custom design platform, the EPDA environment enables schematic or layout-
driven design flows for photonic and electronic circuits, photonic component parameter extraction and 
model generation, photonic circuit simulation and photonic mask layout implementation for both 
monolithic and hybrid 3D-IC photonic circuits.  

Electronic Photonic Design Environment 
To improve productivity, designers can capture the optical circuit in Virtuoso Schematic Editor and then 
use the Virtuoso Analog Design Environment to simulate the design with Lumerical’s 
INTERCONNECT, a time- and frequency-domain mixed-signal photonic circuit simulation engine 
similar to SPICE that is specially designed to account for multi-mode, multi-channel circuits prevalent 
in integrated photonics. The close integration with the Virtuoso Analog Design Environment can offer 
interactive analysis, easy design and parameterization for fast PIC exploration, including yield analysis.  

PIC mask layout designs present unique challenges as photonic components and circuits are very 
sensitive to geometry and require all angle design capabilities. PhoeniX Software’s OptoDesigner 
photonic chip design suite is available within the Virtuoso environment, giving designers access to all 
OptoDesigner parameterized primitives and photonic building blocks that enable interactive or scripted 
waveguide and component creation.  

Finally, to populate the photonic PDK compact model library or to create a simulation model for a 
custom device, the integration can also support model parameter extraction of passive and active 
components from the Virtuoso physical layout using these Lumerical component-level solvers: FDTD 
Solutions, MODE Solutions and DEVICE.  

“Integrated photonics will only reach its potential if designers can confidently and reliably design, 
model and optimize their systems using the familiar workflows of analog and mixed-signal IC design 
tools,” stated Bill De Vries, director of product marketing at Lumerical. “Lumerical’s integration with 
the Virtuoso environment creates a PDK-driven design flow where circuit designers can use integrated 
photonics technology alongside electronics to address complex applications without first having to 
design and optimize fundamental active and passive elements.”  

“By integrating PhoeniX Software’s OptoDesigner with the Cadence Virtuoso environment, we can 
offer designers a complete and integrated design flow, supporting highly efficient design of photonic ICs 
within the industry standard for IC custom layout,” said Niek Nijenhuis, director of sales and marketing 
at PhoeniX Software. “This collaboration can support the transition of R&D projects into manufacturing 
and bring the semiconductor industry into the era of the photon.”  

“Our goal is to improve the productivity and streamline the flows by bringing the necessary design and 
simulation capabilities for photonic integrated circuits into the Virtuoso environment," said Wilbur Luo, 
senior group director, product management, Custom IC and PCB Group at Cadence. “By collaborating 
with Lumerical and PhoeniX Software, we are jointly delivering an integrated platform that can drive 
the widespread deployment of cost-effective, high-performance optical links in datacenters and wide 

https://www.lumerical.com/
http://www.phoenixbv.com/
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area optical networks to meet the increasing traffic demands from mobility, video, data, and cloud 
services.”  
For more information, please visit www.cadence.com/news/photonics. 

Click here to return to Contents 

EMC Accelerates Shift to Open Source 
09 December 2015 

Building on its commitment to deliver major new contributions in the open source community, EMC 
Corporation today announced RackHD™ (Rack 'H' 'D'), a platform-agnostic technology stack designed 
to solve an industry-wide challenge of managing and orchestrating server and network resources at 
hyper-scale. Additionally, the CoprHD™ Community announced the release of CoprHD 2.4 and new 
collaborations with Intel and Oregon State University, marking a significant community milestone as 
CoprHD grows beyond a single-vendor open source project. Lastly, EMC also announced new updates 
to Project REX-Ray™, its open source storage orchestration engine for use with containers provided by 
Docker, Mesos and others. 
RackHD API Available to Developers 
RackHD software offers hardware management and orchestration (M&O) that automates discovery, 
description, provisioning and programming across a broad range of servers today and a roadmap to add 
networking devices in the future. 
Modern data centers are a mix of multi-vendor storage, networking and servers with an increasing 
variety of Commercial Off-the-Shelf (COTS) hardware being used for powering hyper-scale use cases. 
Installing low-level operating systems or updating firmware and BIOS across numerous devices is 
already a cumbersome manual task for data center engineers and becomes orders of magnitude more 
difficult and costly at hyper-scale. RackHD was created to automate and simplify these fundamental 
tasks across a broad range of data center hardware. 
Developers can use the RackHD API as a component in a larger orchestration system or create a user 
interface for managing hardware services regardless of the underlying hardware in place. It is designed 
to help organizations accelerate deployment of modern (Platform 3) applications that rely on large 
numbers of commodity servers and heterogeneous infrastructure. 
Today RackHD supports a wide variety of Intel® processor-based datacenter servers and discovery and 
monitoring for switches. A RackHD project community has been established through EMC {code}, the 
Community Onramp for Developer Enablement, to encourage contributions that will extend 
heterogeneous device support as well as to develop useful new features for the Software-Defined data 
center. A detailed list of features is available on the RackHD Project community page on 
GitHub: https://github.com/RackHD 
CoprHD Community Releases CoprHD 2.4 
CoprHD is open source storage automation software that centralizes and transforms multi-vendor 
storage into a simple and extensible platform. The CoprHD Community made its first official release 
with CoprHD 2.4 to include new features, projects, community contributors and a new licensing switch 
to Apache License, Version 2.0. The new release expands the scope of CoprHD to include EMC® 
ECS™ object storage, as well as a new REST API for EMC XtremIO® 4.0 software. A detailed list of 
features and supported platforms is available on the Project CoprHD community: https://coprhd.github.io/ 

http://www.cadence.com/news/photonics
http://emccode.github.io/
https://github.com/RackHD
https://coprhd.github.io/
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Intel and Oregon State University joined the CoprHD Community as the newest contributors. Intel is 
leading a project to integrate Keystone with CoprHD, allowing the use of the Cinder API and/or the 
CoprHD API to provide block storage services. This feature allows organizations to provide a single 
storage management interface with CoprHD for their OpenStack services. 
In an effort to further expand the CoprHD ecosystem, the CoprHD Community has developed a 
southbound Software Development Kit (SDK) designed to allow storage vendors and other third parties 
to more easily add support for other storage systems to CoprHD. Students at Oregon State University are 
developing the first plugin using the SouthBound SDK for a new EMC ScaleIO® driver. This will 
eventually replace the ScaleIO driver in the current release and will serve as a test case for further 
development of the SouthBound SDK. 
EMC {code} Updates REX-Ray Storage Orchestration Engine 

EMC also announced a new release of its REX-Ray storage orchestration engine. REX-Ray is an open 
source project driven by EMC {code} that delivers persistent storage access for container runtimes 
including those provided by Docker, Mesos and others. It is designed to enable advanced storage 
functionality across common storage, virtualization and cloud platforms. 
The 0.3 release contains a variety of new updates through community contribution including expanded 
storage platform support for GCE (Google Compute Engine) as well as EMC Isilon® and EMC 
VMAX® storage systems. Additionally, REX-Ray has been updated with a pre-emptive volume mount 
function that enables the host to reassign mounted volumes from non-responsive hosts. This ensures 
applications maintain access to persistent storage. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Latest Release of Synopsys' CODE V Enhances Design of High-Performance Asymmetric and 
Freeform Optical Systems 
09 December 2015 
Synopsys, Inc. today announced the release of its CODE V® version 10.8 solution, the company's 
industry-leading software application for the design of imaging optical systems. The CODE V optical 
design software release 10.8 supports the design of high-performance asymmetric and freeform optical 
systems with algorithmic enhancements that yield highly accurate computations of optical system 
parameters and enable precise control of those parameters during design optimization. In addition, 
CODE V 10.8 provides designers with extended aspheric lens formulations, new ways to customize 
workflows and an expanded materials library. 
"The updates in Synopsys' CODE V 10.8 help streamline the design of innovative optical applications," 
said George Bayz, vice president and general manager of Synopsys' Optical Solutions Group. "For 
example, we've strengthened CODE V's industry-leading analysis and optimization capabilities with 
computational enhancements specifically targeted to address the unique challenges of optical systems 
containing tilted and decentered elements." 
"We rely on the speed, stability and flexibility of CODE V's optimization capabilities to develop 
sophisticated optical systems," said Russ Hudyma, managing partner, Hyperion Development LLC. 
"With its global optimization features, its ability to control constraints exactly, and an interface that 
allows us to set up user-defined merit functions quickly and easily, CODE V gives us ultimate design 
freedom." 

Enhanced Computations for Systems without Symmetry 

http://pulseblog.emc.com/2015/10/08/emc-helps-bring-persistent-storage-access-to-apache-mesos/#more-3120
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CODE V 10.8 includes algorithmic enhancements to yield highly accurate first-order computations 
during ray tracing of asymmetric optical systems, including those with tilted and decentered components 
as well as freeform surfaces. The computations are based on a rigorous approach that analyzes the 
matrix optics behavior of imaging systems and allows superior control of the optical system baseline 
attributes when using CODE V's powerful optimization engine. This approach is particularly useful for 
the analysis of systems such as helmet-mounted displays, optics-enabled wearables, segmented aperture 
telescopes, heads-up displays and unobscured reflective systems. 

Extended Formulation for Aspheric Surfaces 
Aspheric surfaces in CODE V, based on the Qbfs mathematical formulations published by Dr. G.W. 
Forbes, have been extended to support a non-zero conic constant. The extended formulations provide 
improved manufacturability of strong aspheres assuming interferometric testing. The new formulations 
are particularly useful for the design of compact optical systems that benefit from the use of aspheres to 
adhere to stringent packaging and image resolution requirements. 

Macro-PLUS Enhancements 
CODE V's Macro-PLUS™ programming capabilities offer optical designers flexibility to automate and 
streamline their optimization, analysis and tolerancing workflows. CODE V 10.8 includes several new 
built-in optical functions, improved access to optical database information and updated example macros 
to further extend the ability of users to customize CODE V to their own requirements. 

NHG Glass Catalog 
CODE V has added the NHG glass catalog from Hubei New Huaguang Information Materials Co., Ltd. 
to the program's materials library. The NHG catalog has been integrated into CODE V features such as 
Glass Expert, which automatically selects the best set of glasses for a lens design to maximize 
performance while controlling manufacturing costs. 

Click here to return to Contents 

New Javelin Saves Time On CNC Machining Operations  
08 December 2015 

Major advances in the powerful Javelin production control system from Vero Software are leading to 
significant time savings in CNC machining operations. 
Javelin 2016 r1’s new Advanced Scheduling function can work to the nearest second, giving an accurate 
sequence of operations, instead of the daily capacity bucket in earlier releases.   
The more accurate planning that is now available can save up to half an hour a day on each work centre, 
according to Javelin senior consultant Ian Cartwright. “The new function means office staff and shop 
floor workers can see a step by step flow chart of the operations, second by second. Previously the 
system simply showed all the work that would be done that day. 
“The daily capacity bucket is fine for many applications, but where a company is performing a large 
number of short operations which have to be carried out in the correct sequence, errors can creep in if 
the system only shows that day’s work, and not the specific order it should be done in.” 
He says second by second scheduling is even more important where companies are using state-of-the-art 
CAM software which gives accurate timings from their CNC programming. 
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The new system is also more efficient in handling nested operations, treating each one as a single step. 
“This means the next operation in the sequence can’t be started until all components in the complete nest 
have been manufactured.” 
However, the overlap function that allows a following operation to start before a previous one ends has 
been extended between components and assemblies. “This works particularly well where, for example, 
you’re making 100 components and you want to start the assembly process before they’re all finished. 
You can plan the assembly to begin after the first 10 or 20 have been produced.” 
With the new Advanced Scheduling comes the Advanced Planning Board, which not only shows the 
load going onto each work centre but also gives the option to put operations into a different order, either 
by drag and drop or by keying in the start date and time. 
Consultant Chris O’Mara says this is particularly important if there is a requirement to schedule 
something onto a different machine. “You may realise that a job is going to finish late because the 
machine it is scheduled for in the existing sequence can’t take it when you need it to. But you can 
simply drag and drop it to another machine that has spare capacity – so it’s finished on time and you 
make full use of your machine tool resources.” 
And the system will validate the new position, warning if a necessary prior operation has not yet been 
carried out. “It gives you the ability to move any operation from the planning board and work-to list, 
freeing up capacity in that time slot.” 
Another benefit of Javelin 2016 r1’s Advanced Planning board is that it shows real time. With the 
previous release each daily period was the same width, irrespective of the actual work centre’s shift 
pattern Now an operation bar taking 24 hours will triple in length if moved from a 24/7 work centre to 
one running a standard eight hour shift.  
Multiple screens can depict a variety of details – including a weekly or monthly view, along with other 
limiting factors such as labour force. Ian Cartwright says it is important to show all factors which are 
restricting operations. “For example, if you need certain tools for a particular operation, and they’re 
currently being used on another job, that will affect your planning.”    
Javelin 2016 r1 provides a direct link to Vero’s powerful sheet metal CAD/CAM software, Radan. “This 
allows Radan nested material optimisation to be applied to a Javelin nest.” 
While Javelin has been able to group nested operations together for many years, export the nest content 
out and reimport as a sequence of program nests, the new link takes it to a higher level. “It automatically 
interfaces the nest export and import with Radan optimisation. Once operations for the same material 
have been grouped together in the nest, they can now be passed directly to Radan which will then work 
out the most economical way of laying the associated components out on the sheets.” Sheet sizes can 
also be passed across – anything from standard sized sheets to offcuts stored in Javelin. 
The system gives full visualisation of the proposed sheet layout, allowing manipulation of the nest 
contents to improve material utilization prior to committing to CNC code. 
“Once the user is happy, they confirm the final layout and Radan produces the CNC programs. What 
comes back from Radan are a series of individual program details making the most efficient use of the 
material available.” 
The information can be used throughout Javelin Shop Floor Data Capture to book against. 

Changes to the MRP approval procedures make it simpler for users to process MRP output; an example 
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being the ability to filter on a number of different fields within the same screen. “This makes it easy to 
look ahead for a week, pick out particular parts for a supplier or a specific product group, and approve 
them all within one screen.  
In summary, the two major items of new functionality are the Radan link and the Advanced Scheduling. 
“The main benefits are that Javelin now gives manufacturers the ability to use Radan’s powerful 
optimisation engine, and produce the best CNC programs, while linking everything together in a simple 
and efficient way.  And the system allows users to visualise Advanced Scheduling and manually 
manipulate it in a controlled way.”    
Part of the Vero Software Group, Javelin is a leading production control solution.  Vero has direct 
offices in the UK, Germany, Italy, France, Japan, USA, Brazil, Netherlands, China, South Korea, Spain 
and India supplying products to more than 45 countries through its wholly owned subsidiaries and 
reseller network. 
Vero is part of Hexagon (Nordic exchange: HEXA B), a leading global provider of design, measurement 
and visualisation technologies that enable customers to design, measure and position objects, and 
process and present data. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Numerical Innovations Leverages Spatial Corp.’s 3D InterOp for Bidirectional Data Translation 
08 December 2015 

Spatial Corp. announced today that Numerical Innovations, a division of Caneberra Technologies, Inc. 
has leveraged Spatial’s 3D InterOp data reuse software suite to launch ACE 3D, the first all-in-one 
3D/2D translator specifically targeted for the electronic design automation (EDA) industry. ACE 3D 
makes it easy to convert between 3D and EDA formats by importing a wide variety of EDA and 
computer-aided design (CAD) formats directly into customer 3D modeling environments. Geometries 
and layers are intelligently organized as individual assemblies for easy editing. 
By integrating 3D InterOp’s data translators, ACE 3D provides mechanical engineers with the flexibility 
to construct entire designs and layout assemblies, while still remaining in their preferred 3D 
environment. Non-CAD experts now have the ability to quickly convert and create 3D geometries 
without weeks of training. ACE 3D also includes a full-featured and powerful editor that can be used to 
clip regions, generate anti-areas (i.e. negative polarity), perform Boolean operations, fill complex 
polygons, and optimize data before final export. The 3D files output from ACE 3D are tested and fully 
compatible with Dassault Systèmes’ SOLIDWORKS applications and the latest versions of other 
modeling engines. 
“Leveraging Spatial’s proven and fully tested 3D interoperability software development toolkit provided 
us with a means to truly differentiate our solution and deliver an even greater quality product to our end 
users,” said Simon Garrison, CEO, Numerical Innovations. “Spatial has been an excellent development 
partner, providing good and continuous technical support and enhancements.” 
“Typically, it's very difficult to get a usable 3D file such as STEP, ACIS or IGES from a 2D electrical 
CAD-layout design environment and it is also difficult to generate a usable 2D EDA/CAD file such as 
Gerber, DXF, GDSII or ODB++ from a 3D mechanical CAD environment,” stated Vivekan Iyengar, 
Vice President, Research & Development, Spatial Corp. “ACE 3D provides seamless translation for 
users to migrate their designs between various 2D and 3D environments for all design phases: 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.spatial.com%2F&esheet=51236862&newsitemid=20151208005215&lan=en-US&anchor=Spatial+Corp&index=1&md5=50626c6452b705a927cb6fd75f8ea1e3
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.spatial.com%2Fproducts%2F3d-interoperability&esheet=51236862&newsitemid=20151208005215&lan=en-US&anchor=3D+InterOp&index=4&md5=1870beabe8be57655a782a200797654d
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mechanical, electrical and analysis.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Secure and mobile data exchange with OpenDXM GlobalX iOS app from PROSTEP 
08 December 2015 

Not only managers but also service technicians and engineers do a lot of traveling. They therefore want 
to be able to access confidential information and send their data securely without running any security 
risks regardless of where they are. Not a problem with the new iOS app for the OpenDXM solution for 
data exchange and managed file transfer (MFT). The app, which can be used on both iPhones and iPads, 
allows data to be exchanged quickly and securely while on the go without any need to be within the 
confines of your company's protected IT infrastructure. 
The new iOS app expands the range of mobile access options to include accessing the web-based data 
exchange portal using an iPad or iPhone in order to download encrypted data or upload and encrypt data 
of your own. The OpenDXM GlobalX server takes care of encrypting and decrypting the data. Up until 
now, mobile access was only available to users using an older iPhone app.  "We have completely 
redesigned the OpenDXM GlobalX mobile app to optimize display for both end devices and simplify 
handling. The app's functionality has also been enhanced and it can now manage address books," stated 
Udo Herring, head of product management at PROSTEP AG. 
With its new app, the Darmstadt-headquartered consulting and software company is, on the one hand, 
addressing the needs of management executives, who need confidential document while on business 
trips or in meetings, for example, or who want to be able to send urgent documents to their colleagues 
back at the office while on the go. On the other hand, it has also been designed for engineers and service 
technicians who need to setup or maintain a system at a customer site and require documents that 
contain sensitive know-how. The new iOS app also offers the option of forwarding or releasing files 
made available in the data exchange portal to colleagues when on the road, for example while on 
holiday. 
The app can be used to transfer any type of document and all commonly used graphic formats securely 
and view them on an iPad or iPhone. When it comes to exchanging CAD data while on the go, it is 
however recommended that lightweight neutral formats such as 3D PDF or JT – for which mobile 
viewers are available – be used as most authoring systems do not yet provide support for mobile end 
devices. 
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Synopsys Releases New Versions of RSoft Photonic Component and Optical Communication Design 
Tools 
08 December 2015 

Synopsys, Inc. today announced the latest releases of the RSoft™ product portfolio, the company's 
industry-leading family of software tools for photonic component and optical communication system 
design. Version 2015.12 of the Synopsys RSoft Photonic System Design Suite includes new features to 
accelerate the design and fabrication of state-of-the-art silicon photonics, photonic integrated circuits 
and optical transceivers in data center applications. In addition, version 2015.06-2 of the RSoft Photonic 
Component Design Suite enables faster simulations of complex photonic component designs with new, 
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flexible cluster licensing policies that take full advantage of multicore CPU architectures. 
"The enhancements in the latest releases of the RSoft product family support the complete photonic 
product development process, from initial design concepts to manufacturing," said George Bayz, vice 
president and general manager of Synopsys' Optical Solutions Group. "We have improved overall 
design flows with faster simulations, new design frameworks, component libraries and example 
models." 
RSoft Photonic System Design Suite 

The RSoft Photonic System Design Suite includes the following new features: 

• The OptSim™ Digital Signal Processing (DSP) library now supports transceiver 
design and bit-error-rate estimation based on m-PAM, an important multi-level 
modulation format for data centers and other short-distance applications. 

• The ModeSYS™ tool now includes a model that combines multiple CW signals 
at the same wavelength into a single spatial field profile, enabling more efficient 
multimode co-simulation with Synopsys' CODE V® software and the RSoft 
BeamPROP™ tool. 

• ModeSYS also supports user-specified launch conditions for large-core, step-
index multimode fibers as either intensity or encircled angular flux (EAF), leading 
to more accurate results. 

• In addition, ModeSYS includes new plots that enable users to visualize the 
distribution of power changes at different positions within a multimode fiber, 
eliminating the need to run multiple simulations for each point of interest. 

• The OptSim Circuit tool includes a new interface with Luceda Photonic's IPKISS 
design framework for photonic integrated circuits. By adding the capability to 
export netlists that IPKISS can use to automatically synthesize a mask layout, 
OptSim Circuit further enhances the photonic integrated circuit design flow from 
system-level simulation to fabrication. 

• OptSim Circuit also expands support for state-of-the-art silicon photonic design 
and simulation by adding the latest version of the IMEC foundry process design 
kit (PDK), version 1.4. 

"Once the functionality of a photonic integrated circuit is captured in OptSim Circuit, the next step to 
fabrication is translating the schematic into a physical representation via masks," said Dr. Erwin De 
Baetselier, CEO and co-founder of Luceda Photonics. "The interface between OptSim Circuit and 
IPKISS provides users with a complete design flow from functional design to physical representation. 
Combined, these tools represent an ideal platform to leverage process design kit (PDK) libraries such as 
IMEC iSiPP25G and connect circuit and layout representations with error-resilient translation steps." 
RSoft Photonic Component Design Suite 

The RSoft Photonic Component Design Suite version 2015.06-2 implements a new policy for cluster 
licensing, enabling more flexible use of multicore CPU architectures. The new licensing policy allows 
the RSoft simulation tools to fully utilize the computing power of a single machine for node-locked 
licenses and up to two machines for a network license. To use more than two machines for simulations, 
users can purchase additional, simulation-only licenses. Many of the RSoft photonic design tools 
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leverage all available computing power to reduce the time of a single simulation, or to perform 
distributed simulations on different parameter sets. This allows, for example, RSoft FullWAVE™ 
simulation users to access all of their machines' computing power for many single FDTD simulations of 
photonic structures, or for one or more clustered simulations. The RSoft photonic design tools can also 
speed up the calculation of bi-directional scattering distribution function (BSDF) files with RSoft 
DiffractMOD™ or FullWAVE tools for high-accuracy optical surface modeling. As in previous RSoft 
releases, the number of concurrent jobs is unlimited, and therefore users can run multiple, simultaneous 
simulations. 
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TFTLabs offers SolidWorks 2016 Support 
10 December 2015 

TFTLabs S.A.S, announces today in this latest release of 3Dviewer, the support of new SolidWorks 
2016 for company products TFTWeb, TFTPad, TFT4iT and free JSON3D Gallery.  
The free JSON3D Gallery, http://json3d.tftlabs.com, which already supports CATIA V5, Pro/Engineer, 
SolidWorks and JT formats, has been updated to support SolidWorks 2016 as well.  
TFTLabs products support all major 3D formats, which now include latest release of CAD System, 

 

Dassault Systems / SolidWorks 2016 Entities treated: 

• Assemblies, parts, 

• Visibilities, colors, transparency, 

• Document and Configuration properties on parts and assemblies, 

• All 3D entities 

• File extensions: .sldprt, .sldasm, 
 
“In CAD interoperability business, the #1 customer requirement is the responsiveness in delivering 
updates compatible with the latest versions of any CAD format. This is also our #1 priority for the 20+ 
formats we support and, thanks to our Web software available on most popular Web browsers such as 
Google Chrome, Firefox, Internet Explorer, Safari or Opera. Deployment to end-users is instantaneous 
and transparent. Check it out with our free JSON3D Gallery starting today!” says Francois Chretien, 
CEO and Chief Scientist.  
“We are proud of our development team who managed to release this update. Our technology reads and 
visualizes all 3D native formats without any license of 3D software from a simple Web browser or 
mobile/tablet. ” says Jean-Luc Brocard, COO and Quality and Customers Support Manager.  
With TFTLabs technology, visualize and share 3D models from web browser or mobile devices. Test for 
free JSON3D Gallery on the web from http://json3d.tftlabs.com, or from your mobile with TFTPad app, 
available on Google Play and Apple 
Store, https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=tftlabs.web.mobile andhttps://itunes.apple.co
m/us/app/tftpad/id850302434 .  
Within TFTPad, interact with 3D models using the intuitive touch interface. Pinch to zoom, single finger 
drag to rotate, two fingers drag to pan and double tap on the screen to fit all the model.  

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=tftlabs.web.mobile
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/tftpad/id850302434
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/tftpad/id850302434
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With TFTWeb, the instant messaging system for 3D, just sign-in with your web browser and start sharing 
the native CAD files from your desktop as simple URLs. Create pages together with annotations, 
dimensions, detailed or exploded views, textual information.  
With TFT4iT, software editors can easily integrate our 100 % web-based 3D toolkit and access directly to 
all major 3D CAD file formats.  
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ZWCAD 2017 Sneak Peek: WOW for the NEW and Even More Powerful ZWCAD 
4 December 2015 

ZWSOFT, an innovative supplier of CAD solutions to the AEC and MCAD industries, has announced 
that the ZWCAD 2017 will be released soon. The ZWCAD 2017 offers users the most uniquely 
immersive experience with Advanced Grips, improved rendering effect and 64-bit and multi-platform 
compatibility – groundbreaking features empower workforce in a way users have never imagined. 
The sheer performance of ZWCAD 2017 illustrates what ZWCAD is capable of. Every uncompromising 
enhancement, from Advanced Grips to rendering effect to 64-bit and multi-platform, has been telling 
users that ZWSOFT is finding its own way and it never settles. 

Advanced Grips 
ZWSOFT believes that they can do better in grip mode, and they have pushed every aspect of what’s 
possible with ZWCAD to new heights, the outcome – Advanced Grips, it is more than just a grip mode. 
Users can reshape, move, or manipulate objects on ZWCAD 2017 in the fastest way, tailoring their ideas 
exactly into something they expect. 

Rendering 
For users to bring designs into life for the world to see, ZWSOFT has introduced Divew for the first 
time for users to view their 3D models in different perspectives. And ZWSOFT’s imagination doesn’t 
have an end point, in this new version, users can directly add materials and light to their models, fully 
realizing their visions into ultimate details. 

64-bit and multi-platform 
ZWCAD is built for performance. And ZWSOFT decides that ZWCAD 2017 should be considerate and 
efficiency-oriented for users. The upcoming ZWCAD 2017 runs on 64-bit computers in three different 
systems – Windows, Linux and Mac OS – a feature addresses various needs of users. 
ZWSOFT has been devoted to innovative and better CAD products for over a decade, and this time, 
users are going to see ZWCAD 2017 in a whole new way, just be ready and embrace it the day it comes. 
And please stay tuned and see what ZWSOFT can further amaze you with. 
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